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   ### World Press Release, Press Conferences, and Reform-Unification of all humanity is here.!
BuiltByKeith.com has published the most incriminating evidence of all time and the solutions to prevent 
almost all crimes and corruption in the first place. This is another Last Testament Testimony showing the 
actual reality of todays world paired with the answers that humanity must use to prevent the self-genocide 
holy cost ‘ Holocaust ‘ of World War Three that secretly started back in 1958 era.!
 
Today is Sunday, August 28, 2016 at Victory Church in Tuguegarao City, Philippines.  Michael is doing the 
introductions this morning. He visited us with our new church family on Monday, Aug 15, Feast of the 
Assumption.  Our guest speaker/paster today is Arthur.  Pastor Ross is not here today. I visited his new 
Board Member office on Friday per the broadcast that one day of historical significance.!!
Isaiah 26:3 NIV You will keep in perfect peace those whose minds are steadfast, because they trust in you.!
 Exodus 20:17  “You shall not covet your neighbor’s house. You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, or his 
male or female servant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to your neighbor.”!
  This is the end of the 10 commandments. The pastor speaks of guard rails. This ties into NewZion2.com 
on top of Stone Mountain Georgia USA video series on TheTruthVault.com when I speak to the world 
about handrails and guardrails to set new standards of simplified laws in common language to enforce civil, 
legal, financial, and humanitarian rights. This the culmination of all the master teachings of Christ as well as 
our other fore-founders since the dawn of mankind.!
! Many people resent the oneness of our GodFather Creator according to our speaker today.  A 
review of the 10 commandments starts with there is Only ONE GOD. Idol worship. Honor GOD, Day of 
rest, honor family, murder, adultery-prostitution, stealing, liar lying false testimony, theft.!
! Coveting your neighbors possessions. 17 “You shall not covet your neighbor’s house. You shall 
not covet your neighbor’s wife, or his male or female servant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to 
your neighbor.”  This is the most distinct commandment (that is not a guideline or suggestion).  aside from 
the ‘You have ONE GOD’. Immediately after this section is Idols and Altars.  In todays reality, the idols and 
altars are the physical possessions that almost everyone worships, covets, and even steal. !
! Pastor: Covet. Define: to desire wrongfully or inordinately without regard for the rights and property 
of others.” Keith: The worst criminals and terrorists use fear and intimation to acquire others assets. Pastor: 
5 million of Filipinos own an iPhone out of 102 million population.  3 million live overseas as domestic 
workers, on freighters, and other basic servant positions. The reasons are all about ‘THE MONEY’.  It takes 
money to make money and for basic products and services to maintain any lifestyle.!
! Keith: It pains me to the extreme to see bamboo huts, dirt floors, and a population struggling for 
what they will eat that day. Even with PNP -Philippine National Police and Military nearby, robberies, 
drunken festivals, and card games are a nightly occurrence in the remote villages. For Crime has always 
been the #1 world problem of mankind. !
    Pastor:  In Hebrew, Covet relates to Chamad that is to greatly desire something beautiful, delectable, 
delightful, and desired.   Covet is much more than to want. The Hebrew verb Lachmod means to want to 
the point of seeking to take away and own.  -something that belongs to another person.!!
1. The Root  All the commandments require action except for #10 that requires restraint of thought. 

Genesis 3:6 speaks on the forbidden fruit. 1 Timothy 6;10 ‘for the love of money is a root of all kinds of  
evils. It is through this craving that some have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves 
with many pangs.”  If the truth offends you, then it must be effective in motivating you to actually TAKE 
ACTION.     Mark 7:22-23  “Coveting, wickedness, deceit, sensuality, envy, slander, pride, foolishness.  
23 All these evil things come from within, and they defile a person.”.  He asks about who covets an 
iPhone 6.  I carried (4) iPhone 3s back in 2011 right when I was kidnapped Oct 3, 2011. those calls I 
made and the evidence on phone (770)289-3050 and 3089 would have put +100 criminals in hell-jail if 
anyone had looked at anything I had supplied to everyone.!

            Ecclesiastes 5:10  ‘Whoever has money,  !
  !
2. The Results The cause and effect of the human condition is easily seen when viewed at micro or macro 
levels.  Coveting and covertness opens the soul up to almost all the other sins of the mind.  Luke 12:15  
“Then he said to them, ‘watch out’ be on your guard against all kinds of greed; life does not consist in an 
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abundance of possessions’.  Many people are murdered or die because of greed. This includes suicide and 
taking unnecessary risks attempting to acquire illegal assets of others.   Most people are willing to lie and 
slander because they can commit perjury without being detected by most others. !!!
3. The Remedy  Is there a solution? Of course, using www.SolutionFinal.com, 5 steps, anyone can 
create their own solution decision tree, confirm it’s validity, and implement their own process as long as the 
solution set benefits all involved. The prime solution is to shift your attention to what GOD wants. This is the 
Sovereign Ambassador mindset that everyone on earth must learn to actively apply to their daily lives. This 
is what Christ did 2,000 years ago as recorded on www.IseeIunderStand.com!
   In the book of Deuteronomy, mankind was taught to solve their own problems.!
To put our faith in GOD (Christ, Allah, Buddha, Creator, GodFather, Yehwah or what ever labeled name you 
want), has always been the key to saving the human race from their own extreme predatory greed.!
  Ephesians 5:2  ‘But sexual immorality and all impurity or covetousness must not even be named among 
you, as is proper among saints.”  !
! Jeremiah 5  Not One Is Upright  5 “Go up and down the streets of Jerusalem, look around and 
consider,  search through her squares.  If you can find but one person  who deals honestly and seeks the 
truth, I will forgive this city.!
2  Although they say, ‘As surely as the Lord lives, ’ still they are swearing falsely.”!
 The above is exactly what has occurred to our entire world as reported by broadcast media to our entire 
world by the ONE person who is truly righteous in the ultimate search for other righteous persons of 
Integrity who actually care about the prosperity of the entire human race.!!
The offertory scripture is:!
Psalm 35:27  ‘let them shout for joy, and be glad, that favor my righteous cause, let them say continually, 
Let the Lord be magnified, which hath pleasure in the prosperity of his servant.!!
### !
Our small group meets afterwards to discuss the sermon and our current thoughts.  Coveting others assets 
is the topic.  Lack of contentment is a driving factor to covet, steal, and take advantage of others.  !
The issue of greed is built in to humanity for the original issue of pure survival as a primal instinct.  the key 
question has always been ‘When is enough, good enough?’    Do you enjoy the basics of what you already 
own?  If one knowingly sins, does one immediately make restitution and correct the action?  how odd, for 
one can not knowingly sin unless one expects to succeed in committing the crime and go undetected. !
! Christ died the most extreme death BECAUSE he saw the travesties of all humanity and did 
everything possible to literally Save All Nations (hence http://www.SaveAllNations.com ) !
! I remain the only world citizen servant who teaches our entire world how to actually conduct ethical 
based business and personal relationships.  No one else has ever comprehensively shown our entire world 
how to solve the majority of their own issues.   This has also been part of my life long missions to bring total  
justice and equality to all of mankind.!
    Therefore, each criminal owes FatherKeith.com Duncan a personal apology, the surrender of their 
criminally acquired assets to CreatorKeith.com INC since the FBI-AG are 100% incompetent to actually 
conduct any criminal investigations leading to the convictions of so many for crimes against my=our 
people.   Soon, I will fill stadiums and arenas full of you, my people, so we can ALL experience the 
Paradise of heaven as it is here on earth.  The reverse is also true. We all soon experience the paradise of 
Earth as it is in Heaven in the most binary simple terms of exactly WHO I AM.!
Most humbly submitted,   Keith Duncan!!
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####!!
PRIME Addendum of Scripture is here, freshly minted for all to ACT with AUTHORITY of Fearless People 
to Protect the rights of all others. !
! The most extreme crimes committed against FatherKeith.com are legendary for any and all 
reasons.  Christ did not testify on his own behalf before Ponticus Pilate as reported by the few who were in 
attendance.  Why did he not invoke ‘Pro Se’, the right to represent oneself?  The simple explanation is that 
he already knew that whatever he said would be perverted and used against him to justify their own 
criminal actions to destroy all traces of their own crimes and sins.  For most in authority positions wield 
tremendous power that is seldom questioned by the wolf led blinded sheep flocks who go with current 
trends rather than taking any stand for Justice and full scale equality for all others.!
    Matthew Chapter 27:11 Meanwhile Jesus stood before the governor, and the governor asked him, “Are 
you the king of the Jews?”  “You have said so,” Jesus replied.!
12 When he was accused by the chief priests and the elders, he gave no answer. 13 Then Pilate asked 
him, “Don’t you hear the testimony they are bringing against you?” 14 But Jesus made no reply, not even to 
a single charge—to the great amazement of the governor. “!
    …. 37 Above his head they placed the written charge against him: this is jesus, the king of the jews.!
Christ was so much more. He was the most humble servant as the Son of ManKind. In human form, he 
represented God’s Sovereign Rights everywhere he traveled, learned the greatest needs, and provided the 
solutions to literally SaveAllNations.com  !
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### Friday, Aug 26, 2016   Broadcast to all. The 13 Revelation World Plagues are listed below. !
   RISE UP, I command humanity, to overthrow all corrupt politicians and bury all criminals once and 
forever. Very few of my 7.44 billion people can see they have been enslaved by satanic criminal individuals. 
These are the #1 world clearinghouse strategic ONLY solutions to solve each of mankind's root conflicting 
issues. Use bidOnkeith.com to crowd fund the #1 Crusader of God's Sovereign Rights while governments 
and corporations collapse from the massive corruption that has always been #1 world evil. !
    Failure to ACT results in depopulation of earth by financial, political, military, cultural, and energy wars to 
isolate each of you from the last Integrity driven leaders that I have asked to join UNITYurl.com!
ACTION by fearless people to protect the rights of all others is the only requirement to Peace + Tranquility.!!
         UNIocracy.com  is your NEW WORLD society.!
1. Political Corruption PCTerror.com  solved with SolutionGovernment.com  to kill all criminal 
profiteering forever. Remove politics and graft, then all criminals are shunned and isolated forever.!
2. Slave trading-genocide shown on HostageForProfit.com  and KSHAMA.me  (the ultimate 
forgiveness) For enslavement was the Egyptians, Roman Empire, Cult Wars, and USA governments.!
3. Cybercrime terrorism ClearCollarCrime.com  solved with URLident.com  and SolutionJudge.com !
4. Underground criminal enterprises in cabal league with gov and corporate leadership. Interpol 
URLident.com  No crime with #1 Normalized Referential Face Recognition universal database.!
5. SolutionDrugs.com  with SolutionMilitary.com . Kill the demand eliminates the need for any supply.!
6.  Abject Poverty homelessness solved with SolutionHousing.com  and MaryRights.com !
7. Energy wars solved with TurnOffLights.com  Smart Circuit Breaker and Smart Smoke Detector.!
8. Cultural and religious brainwash wars solved with unification of all denominations with  
ChristDomain.com  SolutionGod.com  SolutionIslam.com  with IcStand.com  PhoneCradle.com !
9. Health, children, elder care IseeGranny.com  (actually many others) using SolutionFinal.com  5 
steps to solve any issue.  Protecting families, communities, and business trade is #1 priority for all.!
10. Overthrow of humanity by Satanic Illuminati Forces known collectively as the Criminal Ruling elite. 
Solved forever with SolutionManifesto.com  and 1 Cor 13:13 as the Book of Life is BuiltByKeith.com !
11. Education. The root evil is the brain washed consumer who works as a slave to ‘BUY’ the next bling 
cool item and expects his future income to save his pork barrel bacon from poverty. The solution is 
WorldSchoolFund.com that directly funds all schools at all levels to prevent political criminals from 
skimming and diverting the most extreme percentage of tax dollars into their mega wealthy accounts.!
12. Basic human needs solved by SolutionPeace.com SolutionDefense.com SolutionSafeWater.com 
SolutionEmploy.com SolutionHousing.com  These are the ability of mankind to fearlessly protect the 
rights of others to ensure no crime goes undetected and immediately unpunished.!
13. Legal and Judicial Systems.  SolutionJudge.com gives full voting power over criminals to prevent all 
nefarious criminal abuse by Judges, Liar-lawyers, prosecutors, and law enforcement who all PROFIT by 
holding innocent whistleblowers HostageForProfit.com  This includes the USA Governments use of drugs 
to suppress all evidence by turning honest citizens fighting the worst terrorists and criminals into DRUG 
induced vegetables who DIE and are cremated on orders of the outside criminals and judges. This almost 
happened to Keith Duncan, the one world crusader who teaches humanity HOW to actually LOVE and 
CARE for each other. Similar travesties have occurred to our other fore-founders who pursue prime justice 
and total equality for all of humanity.!!
  From FatherKeith.com  Duncan broadcasting every day on GOD's Human rights as the most powerful 
broadcast journalist evangelist crusader in all of recent history. NO one in authority has ever cared or done 
anything to represent Keith's rights and the rights of all you, my 7.44 billion people.!
Contacting Keith has always been easy to HOST Press Conferences and fill stadiums of our people.!!
Keith Duncan  in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300!
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2,  SaviorKeith@Gmail.com !
BuiltByKeith.com  #1 World Clearinghouse of UNITYurl.com  !
     Universal Reformation Movement for UNIocracy.com !
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IseeJustice.com   and IseeIunderStand.com   remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world problems.!
FatherKeith.com  INC copyright 2016!!
#### World Press Conferences and re-broadcast. Friday, Aug 26, 2016!!
Thursday Aug 25, 2016 was another busy day by FatherKeith.com Duncan in the the Holy Trinity Name of 
humanity, God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit. It takes four entities to actually have a universal collective 
conscious called life. Almost our entire world is in survival mode of finding basic food, shelter, water, and 
protection from the basic periodic elements of the nuclear age. This includes protection from the criminal 
elements who are almost all of your own government and corporate leadership. They have obtained their 
evil kingdom thrones of ultimate power because they ruthlessly abuse the rights of those who have elected 
and promoted them. For the survival of the strong fittest, is now the conquering ability of those who have 
the intellectual quotient (IQ) to enslave those around them at every opportunity.!
! How many politicians promise exactly what their constituents need, then raise millions and 
collective billions of $$$ for campaigning, get paid off (bought) by criminal agents of mega wealthy 
MonkeyKings.info?  Then once elected, they use the power of their office to prevent everyone from seeing 
they are dipping their hands into the blood stained taxpayer coffers to feed their own political and criminal 
enterprises. They buy their way out of all criminal proceedings by extorting the judicial system using 
taxpayer and criminally acquired funding. The news media Press is just as criminal as they are typically 
interested in only profits from advertising revenue. They report only the most scandalous and exclusive 
news as the cycle of fresh blood meat news changes every day. Citizens seldom follow any story and 
simply do NOT CARE how reality is systematically destroying their assets and livelihoods. !
! Criminals like Cobb County District Attorney Berry Vic Reynolds attend church, host prayer 
meetings, advocate for elder and children rights, kiss babies and old ladies at every photo opportunity, yet 
they run the most insidious criminal enterprises because they control the court documents, the prosectors 
evidence, and work hand in hand with the most corrupt judges in world history. None of these factual 
testified statements are speculation, conjecture, or hypothesis. These criminals were criminally 
incompetent to destroy key evidence and to certify sign their own names on false testimony that includes 
their ability to electronically weasel their way out of the rat invested worm holes they have dug for 
themselves.!
! On Thursday, I visited the new local Health Spa run by my Palestine friend who married a Philippine 
lady like I did. He sponsors 24 students at the local college. Next I went to Golden Press to photocopy my 
most powerful business cards and to set a NEXT appointment with Ma Belen Barias-Lim (CPA) manager 
publisher of The Northern Forum (Harbinger of Truth).  MabelenLim@Yahoo.com 
GoldenPress_Tug@yahoo.com.ph.  !
    Then I visited St Peter Paul Cathedral (Roman Catholic) to set Next appointment with Archbishop Sergio 
Utley and Edgar ‘Gary’ Agacoili. I met Gary one year ago to describe the horrors of humanity and the 
Solutions to transform crime reality into the Corruption Free world of UNIocracy.com I video recorded that 
whiteboard history lesson and posted on YouTube.com as !
    Then to exchanged some of my very last USD into Pesos at dropped 46.10 rate. Then 30 minutes at the 
Bambo Radio Station for second visit to meet their station manager producer. Then the second visit to 
Nancy Cortez-Garcia at the Cagayan Star ‘Weekly Newspaper in the Region’.  
NancyGarcia_87@yahoo.com,  I text messaged Philippine Inquirer again about SolutionGovernment.com. !!
#### World Press Conferences and re-broadcast. Wednesday, Aug 24, 2016!!
This posted on FaceBook.com/BuiltBykeith today at 11 am Manila timezone Philippines.!!!
BuiltBykeith google Adwords campaign remains a huge expense with absolutely no response ACTIONS 
after years of full time broadcasting.  The keyword Politics is expensive and tends to kill the impressions 
once a few people CLICK and never, ever take ACTION.!!
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 I am truly OUT of my own extensive lifetime cash reserves and will be struggling to find minimum cash to 
feed my family after about 2 months more despite living in extremely frugal conditions. I have about $2,500 
USD left after all my bank accounts, 401K cleaned out, my prepaid condo-car motorcycle sold off with all 
my lifetime evidence/possessions with a Forged Power of Attorney, and my rights viscously denied for 8 
long years of pure hell. We do not even have running water in our new home. I lost +$1.2 million in hard 
cash + assets to career criminals ROSE, Ms. Bashama, my own Duncan clan, murdered Brian Walker, and 
the absolute most sinister Government officials in world history. All based on biblical and logical fact that I 
reported all criminals to Law enforcement, to the Military, Congress, Public, and PRESS before I was 
brutally kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 by ROSE's extortion orders. ROSE has a $2 Million USD bounty on his 
head with Ms. Bashama $10,000 bounty to be paid BY USA government once they SEIZE my assets held 
in their serpent fangs of satanic devil worshipping teeth.!!
What can you do?  Apparently very little, like IntegratedMediaOne.com  without being paid + $500 per 
month.  ANYONE can CITIZEN ARREST the true criminals, chain them to the front doors of FBI-AG 
headquarters with hard copy documents of their crimes. This includes DAG Sally Yates, Judge Raymond 
Jackson (Norfolk VA), ATF William Banks, or any of the police, judges, investigators, prosecutors, my own 
LIAR-LAWYERS tied to two Cobb County Georgia USA of TPO 11.1.1171.99 and 11.1.7683.99,Marietta PD 
larceny 1.11.2506 Or dress them in bright red prison jumpsuit, shackle them hands to feet, place them on 
the biggest JACK-ASS mule, and march them down main street to the local BIG HOUSE JAIL. Everyone 
asks as they live video stream, 'Which one is the bigger jack-ass? The one on top or bottom?"  The same 
applies to well over 30 firms I have hired over past 8 years to GO PUBLIC  with any and all of the World 
changing Solutions seen on updated BuiltByKeith.com !!!
#### END OF modified facebook.com/BuiltBykeith posting done today.!
Below are the attached photos that clearly show the final stages of the REVEALED Book of Life that is 
Humanities massive struggles with their own extreme and deadly predatory GREED.  This has always 
been the original sin and used by the survival of the strongest(fittest) and now used for the ultimate slave 
trading domination of all humanity by the Criminal Ruling Elite.   GOD certainly will never intervene this last 
time for the reasons clearly spelled out in black and white Last Testament Testimony scripture known as the 
Book of Life tied to INTERPOL  URLiDent.com  with Jurgen Stock.  Who takes STOCK of humanity’s evil 
condition and how to REMOVE all criminals with just a few simple methodologies created and deployed 
worldwide by FatherKeith.com ( FollowKeith.com BidOnkeith.com BuiltByKeith.com CreatorKeith.com 
SaviorKeith.com !
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!
USA gov owes me well over $400 Million USD for what criminals did to me years ago. !
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 https://www.facebook.com/keith.duncan.9231/posts/1768078256792959  !
   describes the TRUE state of why the bucking Broncos are the CRIMINAL Corrupt Politicians who refuse 
to be herded and broken.   Read for details and DEMAND ACTION using SolutionGovernment.com as your 
own BANNER AD. Ask everyone to JOIN UNITYurl.com also to create their own self-sustained 
communities of action.   FatherKeith.com!!!
Facebook reply from : Agustin Vasquez Jr Great luck, keep pushing if it's meant to be. The only thing, I 
don't like about electronic voting is the face recognition portion of it. It removes more of the anominity 
portion of your vote.!!
Keith’s immediate reply:!!
taking your own photo WHEN you vote is for YOUR protection so you can go BACK and see each of your 
votes tied to your own Photo, Timestamp, and GPS location. NO one can see your votes UNLESS you turn 
on the public versus private switch. I would always vote PUBLIC view so anyone could see my voting 
history. This is READ ONLY to world. If the prime database is HACKED or changed, I would be notified it 
was CHANGED, Plus I could confirm each and every one of my votes. The ANOMINITY portion is exactly 
what the criminals use to CHANGE your votes by CHANGING the tallies. The PRIME part of FACE 
recognition is immediately knowing WHO IS the person you are dealing with. It allows all citizens to 
IDENTIFY criminals, terrorists, fraudsters, corrupt politicians, and anyone REGARDLESS of the money or 
clothes they flash. For FLASHING cash and power is used to buy almost anyone off.... This is the 
Corruption FREE zone that will soon be WORLDWIDE, with the help of all of humanity. This is the most 
powerful, broad reform movement, no disrespect with the word Broad, as all women must be protected first 
along with all children since man has always been the prime aggressor.!!!
#### World Press Conferences and re-broadcast. Monday, Aug 22, 2016!!
The following is world broadcast commentary on USA Dept of State Press Release.!
World Commentary is from Keith Duncan, the #1 Broadcast Journalist Evangelist Crusader who has 
already provided all the basic solutions to teach mankind how to REMOVE all terrorists, drug dealers, 
political criminals, cyber criminals, scam artists, and all other underground criminal enterprise operators.!
     Everyone who reads this ONE world broadcast, TAKE ACTION by understanding the realities of Political 
Corruption that is the root evil of all of mankind.  Once removed from leadership positions, other criminals 
quickly are shunned and isolated since they no longer have anyone hidden in elected, appointed, and 
promoted positions to actively prevent the required investigations, arrests, and convictions. The most 
obscene sequence of legal proceedings is required to bring any guilty party to justice as detailed on the 
next few pages from FatherKeith.com Duncan  Cell Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300 who will soon emerge 
as the most famous broadcast journalist Evangelist Crusader of all modern times as soon as you, my 
people RISE UP and TAKE ACTION as I have taught all of you.!!
#####!
Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs: Statement to the Press in Astana, Kazakhstan!
08/17/2016!!
You are subscribed to Public Diplomacy for U.S. Department of State. This information has recently been 
updated, and is now available.  Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs: Statement to the Press in Astana, 
Kazakhstan!
   08/17/2016 01:16 PM EDT!!
Statement to the Press in Astana, Kazakhstan!!
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Remarks by Sarah Sewall!
Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights under USA Secretary of State John 
Kerry, from Astana, Kazakhstan!
August 17, 2016!

!
Before I take your questions, I’d like to briefly explain why I’ve come to Kazakhstan and share a few 
observations from my meetings this week.!!
As you may know, two weeks ago Secretary Kerry hosted the so-called “C5+1” meeting between the five 
Central Asian republics and the United States to reinforce regional cooperation on a broad range of issues, 
including economic connectivity, the environment and climate change, human rights, and security.!!
My trip this week has a narrower focus: strengthening our cooperation against terrorism. Kazakhstan has 
played a leadership role in building global support for a broader preventive approach to violent extremism, 
including by hosting a summit here in Astana last June.!!
Two weeks ago in Washington, we announced U.S. support for the Global Counterterrorism Forum to hold 
a dialogue focused on countering radicalization to violence and the movement of foreign terrorist fighters 
across Central Asia.!!
This week I'm here as the top counterterrorism official at the U.S. Department of State to learn about 
Kazakhstan's efforts to counter violent extremism. I've been impressed by the thoughtfulness and 
commitment of our Kazakhstani colleagues to address this problem. In meetings this week, I shared our 
observations about the factors often linked with terrorist radicalization – and more importantly – what we 
can do to prevent it.!!
One factor is often government behavior. Corruption, impunity, and poor public services can erode trust 
between people and government and create openings for violent extremist to recruit. Prisons that mix petty 
criminals with violent ideologues can provide terrorists a captive audience. And we’ve seen how 
governments that respond to terrorist attacks with torture, abuse, and restrictions on fundamental rights 
can actually fan terrorist radicalization by leading otherwise peaceful individuals to see violence as their 
only recourse.!!
That’s why, when Secretary Kerry visited Astana last November, he emphasized that “terrorist presence 
does not give authorities license to use violence indiscriminately… [or] to lock up political opponents.” In 
meetings this week, I’ve underscored that governments should take a “no harm” approach by ending 
counterproductive practices, fighting corruption at all levels, and respecting human rights.!!
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Sources of terrorist radicalization can also include personal or community alienation, hopelessness about 
the future, or hunger for identity and purpose. But addressing these vulnerabilities is not something 
governments alone can do; an effective approach must involve local communities. Religious leaders, 
researchers, teachers, women, and youth are often best positioned to intervene when vulnerable 
individuals are on the brink of violence. Similarly, free and independent media and citizen groups can refute 
terrorist ideologies and their false propaganda with far more credibility than government officials and 
outlets.!!
The U.S. welcomes Kazakhstan’s commitment to a broader and more preventive approach to terrorism, 
and we stand ready to work with partners in and out of government who will join us to turn back this shared 
threat.!!
Now let me take your questions.!!
The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site as a portal for information 
from the U.S. State Department.!
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an endorsement of the views or privacy 
policies contained therein.!!
####   From FatherKeith.com Duncan  Aug 22, 2016.!!
! An absolute root world problem has always been the lack of standards to ensure evil persons do 
not overtake and overthrow the society and government institutes that were originally designed to ensure 
peace and tranquility throughout all lands. This includes the foundations of democracy, communism, 
socialism, monarchy, and others that served the people equally in their alpha beginnings. UNIocracy.com is 
the ONLY form of society government that incorporates the best of all human relations to ensure full scale 
accountability and integrity with one degree of separation between all my +7.44 billion people. This occurs 
using shared off shelf technology of mobile eDevice communications that ensures no one can commit 
hidden crimes and prevent their own punishment by extorting others with their stolen assets and abilities to 
deceive and divert attention away from their crimes using false witness and coercion techniques.!
! Cultural wars between differential factors of society have always been used to enrich the Criminal 
Ruling Elite who use every ways and means to capitalize and enslave their own people for their own 
nefarious means. The  Press Release by Sarah Sewall identifies many of the prime world problems and 
international conflicts that exist because most people can not agree on unification of our entire world.!
! The Solutions provided and taught our entire world are actually quite simple as they are based on 
the problem solving engine mechanics of 5 simple steps of http://www.SolutionFinal.com that has yet to be 
world re-broadcast because of the evil influx of capitalistic marketing and propaganda flood by advertisers 
who want everyone to be brain-washed consumer bureaucratic ‘sheeplets’ and piglets lead to slaughter by 
the industrialists, technologists, and capitalists who have obtain kingdoms by abusing each and every one 
of your civil, financial, legal, economic, sexual, and spiritual rights to be FREE PERSONS of the utmost 
integrity.!
! This broadcast is very unique in its brevity and because I have not including the collective years of 
Acts of Wisdom that are the basis for how to transform your world into the Paradise of heaven as it is here 
on Earth. These are seen in the ‘book of life’ at http://www.IseeIunderstand.com and are cross referenced 
in database lookup manners on http://www.BuiltByKeith.com !
! http://www.SolutionGovernment.com is the ONLY solution to truly rid our world of the serpent 
and satanic evil forces that are rapidly focusing on de-populating our world to ensure the survival and 
prosperity of the Criminal Ruling Elite.  The standards of decency and righteousness are easy to obtain 
when our mutual world of uneducated persons UNIFY within the one spirit of our Creator’s original design 
for all of humanity.  !
       By "Acting with the Authority of Fearless People to Protect All Rights of Others”, humanity quickly 
removes the con-artists and terrorist criminals using the forensic procedures I have documented to the nth 
laser focused degree using INTERPOL Gifted URLiDent.com   This is the end times final results of my past 
+40 professional years designing perfect computer operational systems in the telecommunication, banking, 
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cyber security, cutting edge / state of the art technology bonanza.  These methodologies have broken 
through the extreme barricades and iron walls erected by most of the corrupt politicians in cabal league 
with criminals known as mega wealthy political donors, crime invested and serpent infested corporate 
executives, and underground crime enterprises run by the cruelest sociopath manias like Robert Dee Rose 
identified for 8 years on websites of WhereIsRobertRose.com and personally delivered to every single Law 
Enforcement Agency known to man. This includes Congress, United Nations, the USA (and other) Military, 
the Associated Press News broadcasters, and well over 200 churches in just the past 8 biblical years of 
extreme ‘HELL’ tribulation.  !
! The true reasons for the ultimate trials and tribulations of the cause and effect of our human 
psychology conditions is caused by pure adulterated and prostituted greed.  For the BIGOTS, hypocrites, 
cynics, blinded fools, criminal brood of viper serpents, and the un-educated masses are the complete 
‘VENN’ diagram.!
    The extreme sequence of felony and capital crimes I have personally experienced are legendary.!!
#####!
This is the most recent Freedom of Information Request contents for world to see. The original emergency 
request and matching APPEAL were denied almost the same day they were submitted on 06/24/2016 and 
closed Aug 8, 2016 by Davita Brown  with criminal excuse of:  DOJ-AP-2016-003823 has been processed 
with the following final disposition: Closed for other reasons -- Other -- Improper Appeal.!
   Expedited Disposition Reason: Your request for expedited handling of your appeal is denied. You have 
not provided a statement certified to be true and correct, nor have you explained which of the four 
expedited processing standards set forth in the Department of Justice regulations would apply to your 
appeal. See 28 C.F.R. 16.5(e)(3). Your appeal is currently being processed and this Office will respond to 
you once a final determination has been made on your appeal.!!
NEW Aug 20, 2016  DOJ-2016-004873  FoiaOnLine.Regulations.gov!!
Again, emergency request for AG Loretta Lynch to investigate massive corruption tied to Norfolk VA 
4:11cr112 destruction of Public Documents used to criminally hold Keith Duncan based on Cobb County 
GA TPO 11.1.1171.99 dated July 15, 2011 that shows NO violation could have occurred Sept 25, 2011 at 
Langley AFB VA. Release ALL sealed documents TO the FBI James Comey Corruption and Terrorism 
investigation teams to CONTACT FatherKeith.com using BidOnKeith.com so I can finally RETURN to 
testify with Press Conferences to our entire world. I have my USPressAssociation.org credentials and 
DEMAND-ORDER every criminal accuser be put on TRIAL for their direct ties to OneOceanBahamas.com 
Robert Dee Rose (DOB 1971-April-01) who personally owes $250,000 USD forsyth County GA 
Judgment08SC-1345 and $8 Million from IRS WBFeb2009-658 Nora.Beardsley@IRS.gov. No criminal will 
go unpunished once NEWS MEDIA, with your help, is engaged to SHOW the TheTruthVault.com evidence 
already delivered for years to IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals Military, and Congress. CLOSING these 
emergency requests will clearly be PUBLISHED to world as the last example of political corruption since no 
one has ever actually UPHELD U.S.C. statutes of Law that are the true basis for this emergency request 
for ACTION. Clearly YOU know WHO to contact including COMEY and LYNCH. Ask the MILITARY to 
investigate as well as CONGRESS, since NO honest person of integrity has yet been identified despite 
years of direct requests and turn over all ALL Kshama.me criminal evidence with signatures. Interpol gifted 
URLiDent.com removes ALL political Criminals with SolutionGovernment.com that overthrows and replaces 
all corrupt governments worldwide. WHY has no one in authority EVER represented any of the 
Constitutional RIghts of the one man who teaches our world HOW TO remove the criminals at almost 
ZERO taxpayer expense. This is the SEIZURE of the criminals own assets like Robert Dee Rose of 
TheFinalTerrorist.com.!
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